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Shadows are darker than you think!

Because shadows are intimidating to color, people 
tend to choose pale gray markers ranging from 00 to 
perhaps a level 2 at most. The rational behind going 
light is that it might be easy to fix a light mistake. Or 
perhaps people hope others won’t notice how bad 
the shadow is if it’s very pale.

But real shadows are dark! Most shadows that I’ve 
measured in my reference photos require at least a 
level 4 marker.

Part of the reason why your shadows look weird is 
because they’re too pale. They don’t read as shadows 
because shadows are not light. Pale shadows look 
more like stains than shadows! The “pale solution” 
actually makes the problem worse!

Shadows are softer than you think!

Soft is the same as pale! Real shadows are dark AND 
soft.

The softness comes along the edge of a shadow, 
they hardly ever have hard edges, even at noon on a 
sunny day.

About the worst thing you can do to create a shadow 
is to draw the shape. When you draw with a Copic, 
you create a sharp, dark outline to the shape. That’s 
exactly the opposite of what a shadow does; the color 
should lighten slowly as you approach the edge and 
then the edge fades quickly. 

Mimic this softness with flick strokes, not outlines, and 
then soften the color with a series of lighter markers 
and possibly fade the edge even further with a #0.

And don’t panic! Shadows are not perfect silhou-
ettes. 

A shadow does not have to mimic the shape exactly. I 
make small mistakes with the shape of my shadows 
all the time and people rarely notice! 

“Why do my shadows look so terrible?”
 

     It’s not just you; a lot of students freeze up at the idea of adding cast shadows to projects. We 
see shadows every day and yet we never really look at them. Too many people try to draw their 
idea of a shadow rather than what really exists... and that’s why your shadows never look correct!

“Rustic Maple leaf”, a Marker Painting Workshop class which 
explores how to shade a leaf for maximum dimension and how to 
add shadows for realistic depth.

Artist’s Glossary

Color Sculpting -  (”kuhl-er skulpt-ing”)  This is what 
many colorers mistakenly call “shading”. When you use 
darkened color to make an object seem dimensional, 
you are color sculpting, NOT shading.

Shade -  (”sheyd”)  Shade is the natural darkening that 
happens to a color as the surface of an object recedes 
from our view. Think of the sides of a basketball, the 
orange gets grayer and less orange as the surface is 
farther from our eye.

Shading -  (”sheyd-ing”)  To desaturate a color by 
adding black. Colorers use this word wrong all the time!

Shadow -  (”shad-oh”)  When an object blocks light 
from reaching a second object, the pattern of darkness 
cast onto the second object is called a shadow. Shade 
and shadow are NOT the same things.

Slow/Fast Transition -  (“tran-zish-un”)  As a color 
transforms into another color (a blend) or as a color 
tapers off completely (a fade), the rate at which the 
color transforms is called “a speed of transition”. If the 
color changes in a short distance, it’s a fast transition. If 
the color takes a long time to change or fade, it’s called 
a slow transition.
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1. Placement matters! If you keep the shadow close to the object, it will feel very 
natural. For more extreme drama, moving the shadow farther out will create a 
hovering effect which is great for butterflies but would look weird for a banana. 
When in doubt, keep it close and tight!

4. Fade it further. Using a #0 Copic Colorless Blender Marker, flick from the outside 
inward towards the shadow flicks. Only let the tips of the #0 touch the tips of the 
lightest marker. This will fade and blend out just the outer edges of the shadow.
NEVER put the #0 directly on top of the shadow flicks, it will push the color in direc-
tions you do not want it to go and likely create an ugly bath-tub ring of ink!

THE PENCIL SOLUTION: You do not have to use Copics for shadows! I have a lot more control with colored pencils and I prefer to 
use them for my softest, subtle shadows. I also frequently use colored pencil OVER my Copic shadows, to deepen the color 
where the shadow comes out from under the object. Pencils are great because you can use them very softly with almost no 
pressure for very soft shadows with slow transitions.

2. Use Flick strokes. Set your marker down at the edge of the object and flick 
outwards in a row to mimic the shape of the object. I try to keep my flicks always 
horizontal to prevent the flicks from looking like rays of light or spokes on a wagon 
wheel. The spoke effect is very distracting!

3. Choose a lighter marker. With a lighter marker (maybe an 01 or 00) flick over the top of the 
existing flicks in the same direction but about twice as long. This is “over the top and slightly 
beyond” a familiar mantra to students who take my classes.

The lighter marker going over the top of the darker shadow flicks will soften the darker strokes 
and begin the blending process. The ends of the light flicks that stick out beyond the dark flicks 
will be the start of the color fade.

1st Mistake -  Do not draw or outline the shadow! Instead use flick strokes for the softest edges.

2nd Mistake - Do not create radiation waves! Keep your flicks all going the same direction, try to stay horizontal.

3rd Mistake - Keep it consistent! If you’re adding a shadow below the left side of your object, keep all the shadows 
down and left. Don’t suddenly switch to the upper right side. Many artists always do “down & left” for every project so 
that they never get confused. Consistency is the key to believability! 
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